Systematic and Automated Development of Quantum Mechanically Derived Force Fields: The Challenging Case of Halogenated Hydrocarbons.
A robust and automated protocol for the derivation of sound force field parameters, suitable for condensed-phase classical simulations, is here tested and validated on several halogenated hydrocarbons, a class of compounds for which standard force fields have often been reported to deliver rather inaccurate performances. The major strength of the proposed protocol is that all of the parameters are derived only from first principles because all of the information required is retrieved from quantum mechanical data, purposely computed for the investigated molecule. This a priori parametrization is carried out separately for the intra- and intermolecular contributions to the force fields, respectively exploiting the Joyce and Picky programs, previously developed in our group. To avoid high computational costs, all quantum mechanical calculations were performed exploiting the density functional theory. Because the choice of the functional is known to be crucial for the description of the intermolecular interactions, a specific procedure is proposed, which allows for a reliable benchmark of different functionals against higher-level data. The intramolecular and intermolecular contribution are eventually joined together, and the resulting quantum mechanically derived force field is thereafter employed in lengthy molecular dynamics simulations to compute several thermodynamic properties that characterize the resulting bulk phase. The accuracy of the proposed parametrization protocol is finally validated by comparing the computed macroscopic observables with the available experimental counterparts. It is found that, on average, the proposed approach is capable of yielding a consistent description of the investigated set, often outperforming the literature standard force fields, or at least delivering results of similar accuracy.